
BUILT BY A coUpLe wITh nerves of 
sTeeL, A MeLBoUrne coTTAGe’s DArK 

fAÇADe GIves no hInT of The DAzzLInG 
LIGhT Moves AnIMATInG The InTerIor.

photographer: peter bennetts producer/writer: annemarie kiely

reacting to the dark introspection of the site’s former worker’s 

cottage, owner/builder architects muir mendes designed the main 

living space of their own home for the maximum penetration of sun. 

light-bouncing white walls were pushed to the boundary and a 

building-long skylight was inserted above the hallway’s double-height 

void. as well as the painted steel faÇade, interior details such as  

the steps leading to the second level are also clad in steel. coated  

in an oil finish, the steps will develop character as they age. 

enTerprIse
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the entry was designed to be the soaring 

surprise behind the flat, single-storey, 

steel faÇade at street front. its dark 

walls and narrow passage amp up the 

effect of entry into the dazzling white 

open-plan living space, the folded ceiling 

of which, oppoSite, right, riffs on the 

roof lines of surrounding cottages.  

the tallowwood floorboards are from 

urban salvage and the owners made  

the table with surplus boards, matching 

it with ‘slab’ chairs by tom dixon from 

dedece. the black leather sofa was 

purchased eight years ago from king 

furniture and the painting is by fellow 

victorian architect bob sinclair.

BEFORE 

frank lloyd wright once famously quipped that while physicians can bury their blunders, 
architects can only advise their clients to plant vines – and so should build their first buildings 
as far from their own homes as possible. The advice appears lost on Amy Muir and Bruno 
Mendes, two young Melbourne architects who have made a home of their fledgling practice’s 
first piece of architecture. But perhaps they have paid half a heed to Wright’s words by hiding all 
the attributes of their domesticity and design behind a four metre-high, flat steel face that gives 
nothing away to the outside world. A passing pedestrian’s crack about their Darth Vader-dark 
façade sums up general sentiment in the tight South Melbourne street – “What the…?”

The architects laugh at this confused interest in their inscrutable house that animates like an 
alien spaceship with the drop of a little drawbridge (a crank-out window shutter) or the opening 
of the front door. “I kid you not, every time it is open, someone pokes their head in and says, ‘Gee, 
I never thought it would be like that on the inside,”’ says Mendes of a glimpse down a crinkle-cut, 
sky-lit corridor that frames the property’s remaining palm tree. “But that was part of our thing, 
playing with perception and inverting the dark introspection of what was originally there.” 

Backtracking to the search for an inner-city site that could accommodate new  
architecture, Mendes remembers rejoicing when they found their 4.6 by 20 metre-block replete 
with a 100-year-old worker’s cottage unencumbered by the area’s everywhere heritage  
overlay. “It was tiny, but we lived in it for a year, taking in the constraints of site, the poor 
penetration of light and working out how to invert the original.”

The pair responded purely to the existing conditions of their neighbourhood – a modernist 
box on one side, a century-old cottage on the other – deciding to make their new statement 
sit somewhere in the middle of that timeline. “Formally, the house responds to the typology of 
the old worker’s cottage, because the parapet heights and the proportions are the same, but it 
takes its modernist cues from next door, blander and blanker,” says Mendes, hand-balling 
further explanation to Muir. “It was a single-storey house that we wanted to replace with  
a two-storey house, but we didn’t want to signal a two storey from the street,” she says. “So we 
decided to lift the original roofline slightly and slide another level under it.”

Nodding to the referential culture of their training (the pair studied architecture at RMIT), 
Mendes remembers drinking beer on the roof of the old house and reading into the en-masse 
abstraction of the local lean-to roofs a pattern that could sculpturally enliven their interiors. 

BEFORE 

BEFORE 
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“We thought, why not take those profiles and put them across the ceiling?” Muir says.  
This left the ground-level living space to luxuriate in the sculpture of plaster folds.  
Such ‘crafting’ of space was reliant upon an expert builder. For three and a half years, Muir  
and Mendes both worked Monday to Friday in big practice – he for Woods Bagot, she  
for Carr Design – and Saturday to Sunday as owner/builders – doing all the hands-on  
dirty work required to get this practice-launching project out of the ground. 

“We did it all,” says Mendes, crediting his father, master steelworker “Daddy Mendes”, with 
their apprenticeship in the construction of steel (essential for the primary structure given the 
area’s termite presence). “We designed, demolished, excavated, poured footings, built with  
our own hands, all the time being conscious of not upsetting the neighbours. We tried  
desperately to limit the noise – cutting steel on Saturdays until about three o’clock,  
and then assembling it quietly from Saturday afternoon into Sunday.” 

Muir is quick to remove any suggestion that their seven-day-a-week work schedule was 
punishing, breezily declaring their two days of outdoor activity the ideal antidote for the 
weekly hang in architecture’s head-space. “But Friday and Saturday night parties were off  
for a couple of years,” she explains. “It’s amazing how reliant we became on being outside  
for two days of the week, and how very fit we both became.”

Their hands-on effort – cutting the acoustic board that surfaces key walls, angle-butting 
timber boards of termite-resistant tallowwood, piecing together the puzzle of joinery that 
arrived mass-packed from the fabricator, angle grinding steel – has afforded an invaluable 
experience that the pair say will forever inform their detail.

After finally moving into the ‘no excuse’ space of finished structure without ‘the client’  
on which to blame for any anomalies, Muir Mendes put their maiden attempt to the  
ultimate peer test in the Royal Australian Institute of Architects’ 2011 National Awards.  
Their two gongs – a National Commendation for Small Project Architecture and the  
award for Residential Architecture for New Houses in Victoria – picked up ahead of  
seasoned competition said it all: no vines need growing here.  VL

top, right: amy muir and bruno 

mendes stand in their new house,  

top, LeFt. deferential to the design of 

the original 1880s worker’s cottage, 

aBoVe, the new building was given a 

single-storey faÇade, which belies the 

bulk of another level, divided into an 

ensuite bathroom, an in-between 

study and gallery space and master 

bedroom, oppoSite, top. the bed  

linen is from morgan & finch.

Steel used on stairs and a 
desk, for instance, echoes  
the hard facade that the 
house presents to the street.

A dramatic skylight over the 
double-height entry corridor 
creates an amazing shadow 
play and floods an otherwise 
gloomy interior with l ight.

n
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BEFORE 

“we DesperATeLY 
TrIeD To LIMIT The 

noIse – cUTTInG sTeeL 
on sATUrDAYs ’TIL 

ABoUT Three o’cLocK, 
Then AsseMBLInG  

IT qUIeTLY froM 
sATUrDAY AfTernoon 

InTo sUnDAY.”
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AFTER  ground

1 entry 2 living 3 kitchen 4 dining 5 w.c. 6 laundry 7 pantry 8 courtyard 9 carport 10 bedroom 11 bathroom

BEFORE  ground

1 entry 2 living 3 kitchen 4 dining 5 w.c. 6 laundry 7 pantry 8 courtyard 9 carport 10 bedroom 11 bathroom

AFTER  level one

1 entry 2 living 3 kitchen 4 dining 5 w.c. 6 laundry 7 pantry 8 courtyard 9 carport 10 bedroom 11 bathroomph
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the angled walls of the first-level 

master bedroom and adjacent study, 

thiS page, express the architects’ 

efforts not to impose their building’s 

bulk on neighbouring properties, 

oppoSite. custom-made steel doors 

swing open on summery nights to 

extend the living space onto a rear 

deck. the couple designed the shelf 

that houses their collection of books 

on art, photography and architecture.

Aim of renovation? contained on three sides, “the original 
one-bedroom cottage called for access to natural light and 
views,” says owner/architect amy muir. 

The solution? ”the inversion of the enclosed cottage 
corridor provided a full-length corridor skylight in order to 
maximise the penetration of natural light to the interior.”

How long did it take? ”three and a half years. we only  
had weekends, as we worked full-time. we lived with family 
for two years, not thinking it would take as long as it did,  
and moved in at the beginning of last winter – it was very 
cold! the excitement of getting that far kept us going.”

Biggest saving? ”we built all the joinery ourselves.”

Best advice? ”to develop the perseverance and patience for 
learning. halfway through, we thought it would be nice to walk 
away, but we had to keep our determination. once you get 
into building something on your own, you’re in for a very big 
challenge. we learned more than we could have imagined.”

Has it changed the way you design? ”architects are on the 
sidelines at construction phase; as owner/builders, we now 
have a better understanding of how things come together.”

Any unforeseen problems? ”time always seemed against  
us – it felt wonderful to finish but it took us a long time to 
adjust to having our weekends back. it felt weird!”

Materials used: plate steel on front façade, windows and door 
frames painted on site and raw plate steel on interior features; 
lysaght spandek zincalume on the rear exteriors. 

Builder/architects: muir mendes and bruno’s father, joaquim 
mendes, a steel fabricator, (03) 9686 6868; muirmendes.com. 

B+A

“frIDAY AnD sATUrDAY 
nIGhT pArTIes were off 
for A coUpLe of YeArs. 

IT’s AMAzInG how reLIAnT 
we BecAMe on BeInG 

oUTsIDe for Two DAYs  
of The weeK, AnD how 

verY fIT we BecAMe.”
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